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1. Mission / Vision
All of these the statements accurately describe our mission / vision:

● Universal evaluation engine
● Universal value system
● New definition of value
● Evaluating impact
● Accounting for externalities and cobenefits
● Fair economic system that is accounting for the full cost of products and services.

2. Problem(s)
● Climate change.
● Economic system that relies on debt, interest, compound interest, exponential growth.
● Lack of regulation and enforcement towards harmful activities that are currently legal and

profitable.
● Lack of metrics to measure things that are difficult to account for.

https://basex.com
https://wiki.basex.com/
mailto:info@basex.com


3. Notable examples

3.1. Fresh air
Fresh air = no value
Polluted air = sickness, medical bills, good for the economy

3.2. Obesity as business model
Being overweight causes loads of collateral damage to human health.

Healthcare (sickcare) is a massive business in the US:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/184968/us-health-expenditure-as-percent-of-gdp-since-1960/
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3.3. Addiction as business model (opioid epidemics)
This is a mind boggling example.
The manufacturer of the drug was aware of the addiction but pursued profit regardless of the
damage it was causing to people who were suffering from it.

3.4. Forest
Official government source:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/bulletins/woodlandnaturalcapitalaccou
ntsuk/2022

“The asset value of UK woodlands was estimated to be £351.4 billion in 2020; while
timber and wood fuel is often seen as the main woodlands asset, it accounted for 3.6%
or £12.6 billion.”

“Health benefits of recreation, a newly estimated cultural service in the UK natural capital
accounts, were 17.8% of the total asset value in 2020 (£62.4 billion).”

3.5. Bats
Official government source:
https://www.fws.gov/story/bats-are-one-most-important-misunderstood-animals

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/bulletins/woodlandnaturalcapitalaccountsuk/2022
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/bulletins/woodlandnaturalcapitalaccountsuk/2022
https://www.fws.gov/story/bats-are-one-most-important-misunderstood-animals


“Recent studies estimate that bats eat enough pests to save more than $1 billion per
year in crop damage and pesticide costs in the United States corn industry alone. Across
all agricultural production, consumption of insect pests by bats results in a savings of
more than $3 billion per year.”

3.6. Elephant
IMF:
https://www.imf.org/Publications/fandd/issues/2020/09/how-african-elephants-fight-climate-chan
ge-ralph-chami

“If we then take the total value of the service provided by African forest elephants and
divide it by their current population, we find that each elephant is responsible for service
worth more than $1.75 million. On the other hand, the ivory of an elephant killed by
poachers fetches only about $40,000, so it is clear that the benefits from a healthy and
thriving elephant community are substantial.”

3.7. Whale
IMF:
https://www.imf.org/Publications/fandd/issues/2019/12/natures-solution-to-climate-change-cham
i

“Our conservative estimates put the value of the average great whale, based on its
various activities, at more than $2 million, and easily over $1 trillion for the current stock
of great whales.”

4. Political support. Public awareness
United Nations. G20. World Economic Forum.
Not just hippie-eco-zealots supergluing themselves to the streets and throwing soup at the
paintings, it’s the most reputable organizations in the world.
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5. use cases

5.1. Common theme
Value that is not obviously quantifiable in the current system

5.2. Philanthropic donors
For example: Open Philanthropy

Measuring impact is a difficult problem. Currently they are using DALY as the primary metric:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disability-adjusted_life_year

That metric is widely in the GiveWell / Effective Altruism circles. But it is not the only metric.

5.3. Fortune 500 ESG reports
SEC doing public consultation: https://www.sec.gov/securities-topics/climate-esg

Currently ESG reports are mostly marketing / PR / greenwashing. There is little scrutiny. They
do not focus on negative stuff, everything is good for the planet, green, eco friendly - aggressive
greenwashing, hard to establish what is for real and what is the full picture.

5.4. Penalizing bad actors
Whenever there is an activity that causes harm - it can be reported and evaluated.

In the next chapters we will describe how the penalisation mechanism will work.

5.5. Incentivising good actors
Cliche examples: planting trees, collecting trash.

More impactful example: a farmer engaging in regenerative practices that are beneficial to the
health of the exosystem but not profitable in the current economic system.

5.6. Carbon credits
Currently participation in the carbon credit markets is prohibitively expensive and complicated.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disability-adjusted_life_year
https://www.sec.gov/securities-topics/climate-esg


It is the research on existing carbon credit methodologies (so complicated) that prompted us to
work on BaseX.

6. Who are the existing players in the CARBON CREDITS market?
Brief overview that has a purpose of describing the complexity of the current status quo.

6.1. Verra
https://verra.org/validation-verification/

https://verra.org/validation-verification/


6.2. Gold Standard
TLDR: costly, complicated, relying on 3rd party actors. Average farmer in Africa cannot even
dream about it.
https://www.goldstandard.org/take-action/certify-project
https://www.goldstandard.org/guided-tour/project-developers#project-developers

https://www.goldstandard.org/take-action/certify-project
https://www.goldstandard.org/guided-tour/project-developers#project-developers


6.3. Regen.network
Screenshot from one of their documents:
https://regen-registry.s3.amazonaws.com/Soil+Sampling+Resource+Guide_V3_11_02_20.pdf

https://regen-registry.s3.amazonaws.com/Soil+Sampling+Resource+Guide_V3_11_02_20.pdf


The complexities related to the current carbon credit markets are mind-boggling.



“Most (84%) of the world’s 570 million farms are smallholdings; that is, farms less than two
hectares in size.”1

It is our genuine belief that we want all of them to do reasonably good job that serve the
long-term wellbeing of the planet. No need for precise measurement of every square inch of the
soil. Using BaseX as methodology, we will rely on remote sensing and verification, as opposed
to costly and problematic measurements.

7. Key differences / unique selling proposition

7.1. Scalability
There are no in-house assessors. No cost in training, no cost in onboarding.
Leveraging Kleros community of jurors

7.2. Permissionless (inclusivity)
No gatekeepers. Anyone can participate in the BaseX

7.3. Transparency
One of the key properties of blockchain.

7.4. Accounting for negative value
BaseX headline “universal evaluation engine” means accounting for positive and negative value
as well.

8. Flow of operations

8.1. Create an organization

1 https://ourworldindata.org/smallholder-food-production

https://ourworldindata.org/smallholder-food-production


Potentially a better wording would be “entity” / “user” / “participant” to indicate that it is possible
for individual humans to use the platform.

8.2. Submit a report
There is no specified format.

Environmental reports of Fortune 500 are not standardized / not regulated.

Reports coming from other organizations also do not have a universally agreed format.

For these reasons we do not specify the format currently - it may emerge at some point.

We believe that those doing the work on the ground have the best understanding of their
accomplishments and it should be their responsibility to present their case.

REQUIREMENT: provide evidence. Photos. Facebook updates. Local press.

Even if we were using an in-house reporting mechanism, the data would come from people on
the ground.

Fact-checking layer: all the submitted reports are subject to verification by Kleros jurors, more
about Kleros later on.

8.3. Submit evaluation

Anyone can submit the evaluation, including those who submitted the report.

This is based on the same assumption - those doing work on the ground have the best
understanding of its value.

Fact-checking layer: just like with the reports

8.4. Role of Kleros
In the blockchain world there are computers (nodes) executing code but they have no way of
knowing what happened in the real world. It is called the “oracle problem”. Kleros is a
decentralized arbitration platform that aims to solve disputes in a variety of contexts and provide



the source of truth. It is achieved through concept called Schelling Point, named after economist
Thomas Schelling who won Nobel Prize in Economics. The concept is similar to juries

More info about Kleros: https://kleros.io/whitepaper.pdf

In the current phase we are using Kleros front-end to create disputes: https://curate.kleros.io/

8.5. Multiple lines of defense
Multiple lines of defense to eliminate fraud

● Human honesty, taking pictures
● Google Maps, satellite photos (similar to GainForest)
● Kleros jurors approving the submission to the list
● Even after a report is added, it can be removed
● I will not fly to Kenya but happy to pay $5 for someone local to "don't trust verify"
● It pays off to be fair, if you are a fraud, that's not good for business, you scammed us for

$100 but bye bye forever

9. Economic incentives and business model
PVT = positive value token
NVT = negative value token

Alternative name: GIFT (Generated Impact Functional Token

9.1. What gives PVT and NVT the value?
The economic incentives are an essential part of the BaseX and loads of thought has been put
towards designing a healthy economy.

9.1.1. Displaying PVT as a proof of impact
Collecting Picasso paintings as a flex? Or maybe collecting PVT to display proof-of-impact?

https://kleros.io/whitepaper.pdf
https://curate.kleros.io/


9.1.2. Public pressure to compensate for NVT
With enough eyeballs, press, public security those who generate PVT will be forced to
compensate for their damage. At some point it can become the law, especially in climate-aware
forward-thinking jurisdictions that have unified culture. Finland and Estonia come to mind.

9.1.3. Businesses accepting PVT to offer a discount
That's totally doable and achievable right now without any changes in law. Whoever wants to
signal their green credentials can simply accept PVT

We have the end goal in mind and our priority on the roadmap is to implement these features.
As of Sept 2023 we allow basic minting of PVT.

9.2. Whomakes money on the platform
Copy-paste from the pitch deck:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R2BkNcgwMrjBSY_CwQxJIvrUZBAQy1T9MPqCKaftg
D4/edit?usp=sharing

👺 Polluters causing NVT - pressure to compensate for damage by purchasing PVT

🌱 Communities creating PVT - ability to make use of the impact generated

😇 Businesses accepting PVT (offering discount)

🦸 Entities buying PVT directly or from a pool (philanthropic impact)

⚖ Kleros jurors earning fees

👀 Fact-checkers on the ground (I will not fly to Kenya, will pay $10 to someone local)

💻Marketplace of professional services: writing reports and evaluations

💰 Volume will allow us to generate revenue and ensure economic sustainability

10. Impact investment
We are aware we are not a typical venture capital investable business.
We are unlikely to go 100x in valuation.
With that said, we genuinely believe that the value that is generated by us by providing useful
service to all other impact projects that are not profitable in the current economic system.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R2BkNcgwMrjBSY_CwQxJIvrUZBAQy1T9MPqCKaftgD4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R2BkNcgwMrjBSY_CwQxJIvrUZBAQy1T9MPqCKaftgD4/edit?usp=sharing


11. Team

11.1. Mars Robertson (co-founder)
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marsrobertson/

COP23 in Bonn
COP24 in Katowice
COP26 in Glasgow
Davos in May 2022

That was the moment when I realized the “cavalry is not coming” and despite the odds I’ve
embarked on a massive mission.

Some setbacks, endless rejections, but always failing forward

11.2. Cameron King (co-founder)
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cameron-king-199646137/

11.3. Greg Trifan (full-stackWeb3 developer)
https://www.linkedin.com/in/grigore-trifan-666biyz/

12. Appendix A: What is yourwhy?
Climate change:

● Tipping points
● Feedback loops
● Non-linear changes
● Noone in charge, noone has a clue
● Metacrisis, polycrysis, everything crisis

Conclusion: We need to have a backup civilization on Mars, before we go extinct on Earth.

But that presents a dilemma:
● Work on climate change on Earth, slow down the collapse, get us more time to go to

Mars
● Focus on Mars directly, surely in the process we will discover some new tech that will

make life on Earth more user-friendly

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marsrobertson/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cameron-king-199646137/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/grigore-trifan-666biyz/


So do you work on climate change or on backup civilization? What if you could have both?

BaseX, the universal evaluation engine, is a project that is practical to solve climate change and
at the same time will be useful with the backup civilization on Mars.

You can also trace origin of the name:

SpaceX: making life multiplanetary
BaseX: making life multiplanetary, starting from the Earth

13. Thank you for reading THIS far
This whitepaper is work in progress. Expect some edits so it is more visually appealing.
Done is better than perfect.


